DIRECTORY
OF PROJECTS SELECTED
AT THE PROJECTS VILLAGE

REF - RÉSEAU EUROMED FRANCE
The REF is a network bringing together 36 French civil society
organisations (associations, collectives and unions) that are active in
the Mediterranean. The actions of the REF are pluri-thematic and its
members cover a wide range of key fields: youth and education, art
and culture, migration and diaspora, social and solidarity economy,
environment, human rights, research etc. Convinced that in the region,
peace can only be achieved on the basis of respect for human rights,
gender equality and the right of peoples to self-determination, the REF
provides a space for action, exchange of practices and discussion for
French civil society actors active in the Mediterranean.
For further information: www.euromed-france.org

AGENCE FRANÇAISE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT
(AFD)
The Agence française de développement (AFD) Group funds, supports and
accelerates the transition to a fairer and more sustainable world. We build
shared solutions with our partners, with and for southern populations.
Our teams carry out more than 4,000 projects in France’s overseas
departments and territories and another 115 countries and in territories
in crisis, for the common good – climate, biodiversity, peace, gender
equality, education or even health.
Dialogue with civil society organisations is at the heart of AFD Group’s
action and concerns all of its fields of intervention. Both formal and
informal, this dialogue is expressed at institutional and strategic levels,
as well as at the operational and research levels, thus reflecting the wide
variety of forms of partnership developed.
For further information: www.afd.fr
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Agence pour la Promotion des Cultures et du Voyage (APCV) / Alter’Solidaire / Action Solidaire pour le
Développement Humain (ASODH) / Animateurs Sociaux-Urbains Sans Frontières (ASF) / arcenciel-France
/ Assemblée Citoyenne Des Originaires De Turquie (ACORT) / Association Démocratique des Tunisiens en
France (ADTF) / Association des Agences de la Démocratie Locale (ALDA) / Association des Femmes de
l’Europe Méridionale (AFEM) / Association des marocains en France (AMF) / Association des Tunisiens de
France (ATF) / Association Migrations Solidarité et Échanges pour le Développement (AMSED) / Association
pour le Développement des Initiatives Citoyennes et Européennes (ADICE) / Centre d’Actions et de Réalisations
Internationales (CARI) / Cercle Augustin d’Hippone (CAH) / Comité pour le Développement et le Patrimoine
(CDP) / Comité pour le Respect des Libertés et des Droits de l’Homme en Tunisie (CRLDHT) / Confédération
Générale du Travail (CGT) / Engagé·e·s et Déterminé·e·s / Fédération des Tunisiens pour une Citoyenneté des
deux Rives (FTCR) / Fonds Roberto Cimetta / Indigènes Film / Instants Vidéo Numériques et Poétiques / Institut
de Coopération Sociale International (ICOSI) /Institut Méditerranéen de Formation et Recherche en Travail Social
(IMF) / iReMMO - Institut de Recherche et d’Études Méditerranée Moyen-Orient / Ligue de l’Enseignement des
Bouches-du-Rhône / Ligue des Droits de l’Homme (LDH) / Méditerranées / NORIA / NOUAS / Plateforme des
ONG françaises pour la Palestine / Secours Catholique – Caritas France (SCCF) / Solidarité Laïque / U Marinu
/ Younga Solidaire

CONTACT OF THE REF
Marion ISVI
Executive Director of the REF
m.isvi@euromed-france.org
80, rue de Paris, 93100 Montreuil
Tel : 01 48 37 07 73 - 06 74 18 03 75

CONTACTS OF THE AFD
Civil Society Organisations Division
5, Rue Roland Barthes, 75598 Paris Cedex 12

THE FORUM DES MONDES MÉDITERRANEENS
Focused on Mediterranean civil societies, the Forum des Mondes Méditerranéens
was organised upon the initiative of the President of the French Republic
on 7 and 8 February 2022 in Marseille (France). It was aimed at promoting
projects, analyses and proposals carried out by field actors engaged in the
countries of the Mediterranean region revolving around 5 issues: Environment
and sustainable development / Training, knowledge and mobility / Inclusion /
Culture and heritage / Economy, entrepreneurship and digital innovation. It
enabled to recall the great need to “create networks, build bridges and launch
new initiatives aimed at youth and civil society”, to build a common vision of the
Mediterranean towards Horizon 2030.
The Forum revolved around several main components:
• Round tables, conferences, workshops, enabling discussion on
current Mediterranean issues. This dynamic was led by several
partners: South Region, the Municipality of Marseille, …
• A process of youth consultation which allowed the drafting
of a white paper of proposals intended for the President of the
Republic. It was coordinated by Expertise France.
• A Projects Village, central space of the Forum devoted to
the promotion and inter-knowledge of civil societies, enabling
many project leaders to present their initiatives, built around
an Agora, a multimedia space, time for inter-associative speedmeetings and stands dedicated to promoting projects, coorganised by the REF and Agence française de Développement
(AFD).

The Forum des Mondes méditerranéens mobilized a true diversity of actors, but
also the general public of Marseille. 3283 people were present at the Parc
Chanot on Monday 7 February, and 2837 on Tuesday 8, with more than 300
guests coming from the southern Shore.

THE PROJECTS VILLAGE
Civil society organisations play a crucial role in socio-economic development,
cultural openness, promotion of social cohesion and peace in their respective
countries. These civil societies are often focused upon their close networks
and territories, without relations with other local actors working on similar or
complementary themes in other countries.
Nevertheless, they represent significant potential for contributing to forging
links between our countries, revolving around values and shared, concrete
and forward-looking projects. Supporting these dynamics of consultation and
development of partnerships seems more than necessary today in order to
combat the multiple fractures that Mediterranean countries are faced with.
Spaces for networking and inter-knowledge, at the Euro-Mediterranean regional
level, are today essential for bringing civil societies together and consolidating
links of solidarity between Mediterranean countries.
Co-organised by the REF – French Euromed Network and the Agence française
de développement this Forum was a unique space for networking and promoting the
voices of civil societies engaged in the Mediterranean. It namely contributed to:
• Give the civil society organisations present a broad visibility and
audience among the general public and institutional actors
• Allow them to build relationships, find convergences, develop
relationships with other CSOs in the region and thus strengthen the
inter-associative network at the regional level
• Put them in contact with funding bodies, which is a major challenge
for all non-profit actors in the field for whom access to public and
private funding is crucial
• Provide them with the opportunity to meet and work with their own
partners
Find here the video recalling the
highlights of the Projects Village!

A DIRECTORY OF PROJECTS
This Directory of Projects includes the 92 projects selected to be presented in
the framework of the Projects Village held on 7 and 8 February in Marseille.
Available in 3 languages, it will serve as a useful database for further exchanges
and networking among project leaders present during the Forum, and more
broadly.
The projects have been classified according to the 5 themes at the heart of the
Forum des Mondes méditerranéens:
1/

Environment, biodiversity and sustainable development

2/

Education, training and mobility

3/	Inclusion and solidarity
4/	Culture and heritage
5/

Entrepreneurship and digital innovation

This Directory is updatable and intended to be enriched with new projects,
identified and promoted within the framework of the coming editions of the
Forum des Mondes méditerranéens.

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The REF – French Euromed Network and the Agence française de développement
wish to warmly thank all the representatives of Mediterranean civil societies for
their contribution to the success of this Projects Village. The organisers regret
the absence of some participants whose project had been selected.
The REF also wishes to thank all its member organisations, especially the Ligue
de l’enseignement des Bouches-du-Rhône as well as the association Engagé·e·s &
Déterminé·e·s for their precious support, but also the members of its team, for
the quality of their work and commitment.
.

ENVIRONMENT
BIODIVERSITY AND
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

GREEN IMPACT

URBAN RESILIENCE AND CIVIC
PARTICIPATION

YOUTH LED ALGERIA

AGENCE
DES
VILLES
ET
MÉDITERRANÉENS (AVITEM)
ET FONDATION AMIDOUL

ALGERIA
The project is aimed at raising awareness among young people
from local associations and neighbourhood committees on the
spread of plastic waste and its processing.

ALGERIA
This project is aimed at combining the preservation of the
environment and the development of social housing in southern
Algeria, in collaboration with the promoters of the eco-city of
Ksar Tafilelt, located in the wilaya of Ghardaïa.

Website
Contacts :
djihad-ben@hotmail.com
sidalirek@gmail.com
belhhamid@gmail.com

Website
Contacts :
boualimounia@yahoo.fr
p.massis@avitem.org
amidoule@yahoo.fr
arouanajet@yahoo.fr

PAOMA : PROGRAMME FOR THE
PRESERVATION AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OASIS AGROBIODIVERSITY IN THE M’ZAB VALLEY
IN ALGERIA
ASSOCIATION POUR LA PROTECTION
L’ENVIRONNEMENT DE BENI-ISGUEN (APEB)

TERRITOIRES

WORKING TOGETHER TO COMBAT A
HARMFUL TRADITIONAL PRACTICE
“FGM”
CARITAS EGYPT
EGYPT

DE

The project mainly aims to reduce the incidence of the practice
of female genital mutilation among girls in Alexandria.

ALGERIA

Website

This pilot project aims to confirm the economic development
potential of the territory through the preservation and
enhancement of local varieties in the date and aromatic and
medicinal plant sectors, by supporting farmers in palm groves
and irrigated areas, and by primarily targeting women and
youth.

Contacts :
mary.ramzy@caritasalex.org
hany.maurice@caritasalex.org

Website
Contacts :
moulaiadel@hotmail.com
christophe@cariassociation.org
apeb.89@gmail.com
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CLOUD IA – FOCUS ON MARITIME
EMPLOYMENT!

13 OCEAN

CAMPUS DES MÉTIERS ET DES QUALIFICATIONS
D’EXCELLENCE « ECONOMIE DE LA MER »,
RÉSEAU MÉDITERRANÉEN DES FORMATIONS DES
MÉTIERS DE LA MER

FRANCE

INSTITUT OCÉANOGRAPHIQUE PAUL RICARD

13 Ocean is a perma-aquaculture urban farm project,
responding to climate challenges and promoting the resilience
of marine ecosystems by replacing fish feed used in aquaculture
with sustainable insect-based feed.

FRANCE
Cloud IA is an intuitive chatbot (software agent that dialogues
with a user) based on artificial intelligence to offer those looking
for professions and training courses corresponding to both the
skills and aspirations of the user, but also to the possibilities
of training and the Mediterranean maritime employment
landscape.

Contacts :
patricia.ricard@pernod-ricard.com
camille.labarthe@pernod-ricard.com

Contacts :
beatrice.grasset@univ-tln.fr
fabien.schaeffer@univ-tln.fr
youba.akrache@gmail.com
president@ksu.org.mt

ECO-TOURISM IN DORIDA

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
SUSTAINABLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
IN RURAL AREAS OF THE
MARRAKECH-SAFI REGION

ECOGENIA
GREECE
Ecogenia’s mission is to use civic engagement as a means to
improve the climate agenda in Greece. We offer paid service
programmes to Greek youth aged between 18 and 28, who
are underemployed or unemployed, starting their careers
or changing sector and who are eager to make a difference
and obtain tangible results. Cohorts are set up on the basis
of their skills and interests, and are associated with “host
sites” (organisations, municipalities) to undertake physical
and social projects that meet community needs and advance
sustainability goals.

CARE FRANCE
MOROCCO
The project is aimed at encouraging and training women
in sustainable entrepreneurship through the setting
up and strengthening of Village Savings and Credit
Associations (AVEC) and Cooperatives through training in
entrepreneurship, environmental issues and climate change,
as well as the development of business plans, and personal
development.

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website
Contacts :
olarte@carefrance.org
akhezzane@caremaroc.org

Contacts :
melina.dunham@ecogenia.org
lia.papazoglou@ecogenia.org
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CLIMATE

AND

EUROMED

YOUTH

FAREDEIC: ARGAN AND RURAL
WOMEN COMMITTED TO ECONOMIC
AND INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT AND
THE CLIMATE

RÉSEAU EUROMED MAROC
MOROCCO
This project is aimed at training young people on international
financial and legal tools and European institutions working in
the field of environment, in order to capitalize on the COPs
and carry out monitoring work on the Green Deal and the
Morocco 2030 Green Plan.

WECF FRANCE
MOROCCO
The project is aimed at building the capacity of women and
their organisations to boost the local economy through solar
solutions and sustainable production methods adapted to
rural areas, through the deployment of a training programme
in management, marketing, and solar techniques for 600
women, including 120 cooperative leaders.

Website
Contact :
lamrissi@gmail.com

Site
Contacts :
idbourrous.ucfa@gmail.com
alaouikma@yahoo.fr
tanger@gedi.org
maeva.breau@wecf.org

ENVIRONMENTAL AND EXCHANGE
CORRIDORS AROUND ICHKEUL AND
BETWEEN THE TWO MEDITERRANEAN
SHORES

URBAN PLANNING OF THE TERRITORY
TO REINVENT MOBILITY AND ENGAGE
TUNISIANS (AUTREMENT)
ASSOCIATION
EUROPÉENNE
POUR
LA
DÉMOCRATIE
LOCALE
&
VILLE
ET
EUROMÉTROPOLE DE STRASBOURG

ASSOCIATION LES AMIS DE CAPTE TUNISIE
TUNISIA

TUNISIA

The project is aimed at contributing to the preservation and
setting up of environmental corridors, natural habitats for birds
in the Ichkeul area, through the implementation of awarenessraising and training actions between young people and civil
society organisations from both Mediterranean shores. To this
end, the project proposes to plant more than 8,000 forest,
fruit and agroforestry trees and shrubs.

This project is aimed at promoting sustainable urban
development in Kairouan and Mahdia and thus improving the
quality of life of their inhabitants and the economic and tourist
attractiveness of these two cities.
Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website
Facebook

Contacts :
bonfilsapolline@gmail.com
nina.tskiklaouri@strasbourg.eu
yaggoun@codatu.org

Contacts :
amira.capte@gmail.com
hatem.capte@gmail.com
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KORBA GREEN HELMETS

MOBILIZATION OF CIVIL SOCIETY
TO STRENGTHEN DIALOGUE ON
RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN
MOROCCO AND TUNISIA

ASSOCIATION TUNISIENNE DE PROTECTION DE
LA NATURE ET DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT DE KORBA
(ATPNE KORBA)
TUNISIA

WWF FRANCE

The project is aimed at supporting young people to become
positive agents of change in their local communities and to
contribute effectively to mitigating the causes of climate
change while strengthening their social, environmental and
economic inclusion.

TUNISIA, MOROCCO
The project is aimed at mobilising and strengthening the
capacities of CSOs to create the basis for a constructive
dialogue with public authorities on resilience to climate change
in Morocco and Tunisia. The project allows to train CSOs on
adaptation issues; to set up a civil society platform which will
see its voice strengthened; to integrate resilience to climate
change into field projects.

Facebook
Contacts :
salahhamdoun1995@gmail.com
mayssasalem045@gmail.com

Website
Facebook
Contacts :
sdhouib@wwfna.org
meganeherve60@gmail.com
thassid@wwf.fr
jbidon@wwf.fr
aleroy@wwf.fr

BOOSTING THE LOCAL ECONOMY OF
THE KERKENNAH ARCHIPELAGO

WOMEN AND CLIMATE PROJECT /
KAD.İM (WOMEN LABOUR AGAINST
CLIMATE AND BIODIVERSITY CRISES)

INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE MÉDITERRANÉEN DE
MONTPELLIER

TURETIM EKONOMISI DERNEGI

TUNISIA, FRANCE

TURKEY

This project is aimed at revitalizing the local economy of
the Kerkennah archipelago by supporting the setting up of
economic enterprises that enhance the resources of the
territory and meet the needs of the local population.

This project aims to give visibility to the work of communities
of women who are combating climate and biodiversity crises
and to strengthen them through solidarity actions. Another
objective is also to build the capacity of women in gender
mainstreaming in environmental advocacy.

Facebook
Contacts :
ellefi@iamm.fr
petiot@ciheam.org

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Website
Contacts :
busra@turetimekonomisi.org
duru@good4trust.org
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“READING LANDSCAPES THROUGH
WATER”: FLOW TALES

PROTECTION AND MONITORING OF
WETLANDS IN THE SOUTHERN AND
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

COLLABORATION BETWEEN VINCENZO MEOLI
(PAESAGGI MIGRANTI) AND ASS. PROF. DR. EBRU
BINGÖL, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AT
MUSTAFA KEMAL UNIVERSITY

ALBANIA, ALGERIA, JORDAN, LEBANON, LIBYA,

TURKEY

MOROCCO, MONTENEGRO, TUNISIA, TURKEY

Flow Tales est un appel numérique aux artistes et une exposition
qui explore la relation entre le paysage et la communauté à
l’échelle locale et mondiale, et transfère cette criticité en
source d’inspiration pour la production artistique. Flow Tales
sont des histoires inédites d’eau, de rivières, de mers, de lacs,
situées dans une ère de flux perturbés autour du globe.

This project is aimed at strengthening the capacities of NGOs
in 9 countries and developing their networking to promote the
protection and sustainable management of wetlands and their
biodiversity in a concerted manner, to preserve this natural
capital and the services they provide back to societies.

Website

Contacts :
perennou@tourduvalat.org
bille@tourduvalat.org
dami@tourduvalat.org

FONDATION TOUR DU VALAT

Website

Contact :
info@flow-tales.com
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EDUCATION
TRAINING AND
MOBILITIES

SHE FOR SUCCESS

MEDITERRANEAN WORLDS ACADEMY

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT NETWORK (HDN)

GROUPE
AGENCE
FRANÇAISE
DÉVELOPPEMENT ET LA START-UP BRICS

ALGERIA

DE

FRANCE, MOROCCO

This project is aimed at providing basic tools to vulnerable
women through a coaching programme set up to improve selfappreciation of their role in society and to distance themselves
from personal judgments, to evolve, to be independent and live
in better conditions.

This project brings together young people from the
Mediterranean region to reflect upon the reality, the issues and
the challenges of the area, to project themselves in a desirable
future and to develop projects to build it. This academy
emphasizes the importance of stories in driving new dynamics
and innovative projects to achieve tangible change.

Facebook
Contacts :
meriem.hafid@hdn-algeria.org
nawel.guellal@hdn-algeria.org

Website
Contacts :
marniesses@afd.fr
perrodyi@afd.fr
samir@startupbrics.com

YOUTH OF THE TWO SHORES (J2R)

EDUCATING
NEW
GENERATIONS
IN BUILDING A NON-RADICALISED
ENVIRONMENT

SOLIDARITÉ
LAÏQUE
ET
LA
LIGUE
DE
L’ENSEIGNEMENT DES BOUCHES-DU-RHÔNE
FRANCE, MOROCCO, TUNISIA, ALGERIA

CERCLE AUGUSTIN D’HIPPONE
EUROPE

J2R is an innovative citizenship and international solidarity
education project whose objective is to strengthen the power
of action and the paths of commitment of young people from
France, Morocco and Tunisia, especially those who suffer the
most from social and territorial inequalities, by supporting
them in concrete experiences in the field local and international
solidarity

This project is aimed at strengthening the capacities of social
workers and youth who work with young people at risk of
radicalization, equipping them with effective instruments and
methodologies aimed at encouraging critical thinking and
preventing radicalization phenomena.

Website

Website

Contacts :
skheder@solidarite-laique.org
chloe.bernard@laligue13.fr

Contacts :
cercle.augustin@gmail.com
etienne.beral@gmail.com
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YOUTH FOCUS

DIASPO+

ASSOCIATION SŒUR EMMANUELLE (ASMAE)

ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES
INITIATIVES CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES
(ADICE)

LEBANON
The project is aimed at developing the potential of vulnerable
young people in Lebanon to help them become citizens who
bring positive change to their society. It will enable to train
and support 1,400 vulnerable girls and boys from the camps of
Nahr el Bared - in the North near Tripoli - and Ein El Helweh
- in the South near Saïda, welcoming Palestinian and Syrian
refugees and Lebanese youth in precarious situations.

MOROCCO

Facebook

Website
Facebook

The main objective of the “Diaspo+” project is to provide
15 structures with knowledge, methods and tools in order
to be able to ensure the effective reception of international
volunteers to increase the impact of their actions on their
territory.

Contacts :
ndupont@asmae.fr
cblanchard@asmae.fr

Contacts :
mahmoudcmv@hotmail.fr
elena.popescu@adice.asso.fr
charlotte.fotse@adice.asso.fr

CINÉLÈVE

NAJAH II: HIGH-IMPACT TRAINING
AND PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION
PROJECT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN
MOROCCO

ASSOCIATION ESPOIR TIZNIT ET SILENCE SATURNE
MOROCCO
The project is aimed at animating a playful journey of image
education for pupils (as well as teachers) of primary schools
in Tiznit through the production of a mini-series of animation
cartoons on a chosen theme, using the stop-motion technique.

APPRENTIS D’AUTEUIL
MOROCCO
This second phase of the Najah project is aimed at promoting
the training, integration and support for entrepreneurship of
vulnerable youth in urban areas: Casablanca, Safi, Marrakech,
but also in rural areas such as: Ouled Hassoune, through
individualized support, and among other things, through the
COIP system: guidance and professional integration unit.

Facebook
Contacts :
lecinemadegeorges@gmail.com
akdim.cptiznit@gmail.com
fatima.badaoui@institutfrancais.com
mariamtalbi586@gmail.com

Facebook
Contacts :
pauline.preuss@apprentis-auteuil.org
laura-marie.hendricksen@apprentis-auteuil.org
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SALAM

CLUSTER: ADVANCING YOUTH AND
WOMEN SOCIAL INCLUSION IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN

EXPERTISE FRANCE
MEDITERRANEAN

EUROPEAN INSTITUTE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
(IEMED)

SALAM supports exchanges between civil society actors in
the Mediterranean and accompanies innovative projects on
priority themes for the region, particularly in the field of social
economy and sustainable development

MEDITERRANEAN
CLUSTER strives to create an enabling environment for youth
and women’s employment programmes, by equipping NEETs
(Not in Education, Employment, or Training), especially women
aged between 18-30, with employability skills in the blue
economy, circular economy, green economy and sustainable
agriculture sectors, by promoting sustainable partnerships
between technical and vocational education and training
(TVET) institutions and the private sector, and by raising the
awareness of public authorities and decision-makers.

Website
Contact :
constance.de-liedekerke@expertisefrance.fr

Website
Contacts :
kmelkonian@iemed.org
vdicuonzo@iemed.org

NEW
CHANCE
MEDITERRANEAN
NETWORK (MEDNC)

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
GRAPHIC
P O ST E R CO M PE T IT IO N “D R AW M E
A B O L IT IO N”

INSTITUT EUROPÉEN DE COOPÉRATION ET DE
DÉVELOPPEMENT (IECD)

ENSEMBLE CONTRE LA PEINE DE MORT (ECPM)

MEDITERRANEAN

MEDITERRANEAN

This project brings together actors of professional integration
who develop local systems to meet the challenges of youth
integration on both Mediterranean shores. It also aims to
strengthen their capacities and visibility, stimulate innovation,
and accelerate scaling up in order to improve the socioprofessional integration of youth with integration difficulties.

This project allows young people aged 14 to 20 coming from all
over the world to express themselves on the death penalty and
to be able to participate, at their own level, in the abolitionist
fight. ECPM and the International Abolition Education
Network organise an international graphic poster competition
entitled “Draw me abolition” every two years.

Facebook

Website

Contacts :
adelie.breil@iecd.org
maxime.thepot@iecd.org
maya.boustani@iecd.org

Contacts :
lboukabza@ecpm.org
mmillier@ecpm.org
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SOS MEDITERRANÉE ACTIONS

OUR MEDITERRANEAN

SOS MÉDITERRANÉE

MASHALLAH NEWS, MAYDAN, CIVITAS,

MEDITERRANEAN

REF - RÉSEAU EUROMED FRANCE
MEDITERRANEAN

SOS Méditerranée strives to provide assistance to any person
in distress at sea who falls within the scope of its action, without
any discrimination. The people concerned are men, women or
children, migrants or refugees, finding themselves in danger of
death when crossing the Mediterranean

This campaign aims to counter the narrative of division,
to demonstrate the richness and diversity of our common
Mediterranean roots, to ensure that shared issues are placed
on the regional and institutional agenda, and lastly to cultivate
a united, peaceful, socio-politically and economically just
relationship among the peoples of the Mediterranean and
beyond.

Website
Contact :
g.boyer@sosmediterranee.org

Website
Contacts :
ilianalisa@hotmail.com
cgirardot.freelance@gmail.com
jennygus@gmail.com
m.isvi@euromed-france.org

MED YOUTH NETWORK

MOBILITY AND PROFESSIONALISATION
OF YOUNG ARTISTS AND CULTURAL
OPERATORS IN MEDITERRANEAN
COUNTRIES

REF - RÉSEAU EUROMED FRANCE
MEDITERRANEAN
The Med Youth Network is a space for mutual knowledge, free
speech and building of common citizen projects, open to all
young Mediterranean people committed to defending equality
between all, solidarity and social justice in their territories.
The Network intends to create bridges between our different
countries in order to build common solutions to the serious
current challenges, for a future of peace in the Mediterranean.

FONDS ROBERTO CIMETTA
MEDITERRANEAN
This project aims to provide support to young professionals,
bearers of artistic and cultural projects in the Mediterranean
and to discuss their mobility needs (access, opportunities).

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Contacts :
l.elhaddad@euromed-france.org
m.isvi@euromed-france.org

Contacts :
forums2022@cimettafund.org
j.karsenty@hotmail.fr
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MEDITERRANEAN AMBITION

BIPP : INCLUSÃO PARA A DEFICIÊNCIA

GROUPE AFPA

SEMEAR

MEDITERRANEAN

PORTUGAL

The “AFPA Ambition Méditerranée” project stemmed from the
ambition to develop projects primarily in the Mediterranean,
aimed at Mediterranean countries especially those on the
southern shore. This project aims to: support southern shore
countries in the framework of French bilateral cooperation,
deploy development aid programmes, support private
companies, French or foreign groups in the development of
their international strategy.

SEMEAR is an integrated programme of training and
integration into the labour market for youth and adults with
intellectual dysfunctions, trained in an academy with certified
training.
Website
Contacts :
joanasantiago@bipp.pt
sofiasakellarides@bipp.pt
antoniosottomayor@semear.pt

Website
Contact :
mouna-Lise.Mahe@afpa.fr
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INCLUSION AND
SOLIDARIT Y

PRIDE+

SHE HAS OTHER FACES

EQUAL RIGHTS & INDEPENDENT MEDIA (ERIM)

INDEPENDENT FEMINIST MEDIA PROJECT

ALBANIA, KOSOVO

EGYPT

PRIDE+ aims to foster the acceptance, inclusion and
protection of the LGBTI minority in Kosovo and Albania,
through capacity building and support of networking among
LGBTI CSOs, “ally” CSOs and journalists / activists.

This feminist media project considers media as a form of feminist
resistance. It includes an online platform, a podcast, feminist
comics, data visualization production (video, infographics and
cartoons), print magazines, skills development workshops
and trainings and seminars/webinars. The main objective is to
report on feminist and social issues from a feminist perspective
using different online and offline media tools.

Website
Facebook
Contacts :
livia.zotrija@gmail.com
rina@cel-ks.org
ahmetajalba@gmail.com
smorabite@erim.ngo

Facebook
Instagram
Contact :
raneemafifi89@gmail.com

TAMKEEN:
TOWARDS
INCLUSIVE
SOCIO-ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF
YOUNG WOMEN AND MEN IN EGYPT

MEDITERRANEAN YOUTH COUNCIL
(CMJ)

PLAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCE

FRANCE

LES TÊTES DE L’ART

EGYPT

This project is built as a representative body for Mediterranean
youth, a space for dialogue where young people can assert
their vision of the Mediterranean, and plead in favour of the
environment, equality, youth employability, and inclusion. The
CMJ is present in about ten countries in Europe, North Africa
and the Middle East.

By providing a support, training and professional integration
system for youth in salaried work or entrepreneurship, the
project will enable the empowerment and socio-economic
integration of two thousand young women and men aged 18
to 35 in the marginalised areas of Cairo, Alexandria and Assiut.

Website

Website

Contact :
jeunesintermediterraneens@gmail.com

Contacts :
franklin.sylvester@plan-international.org
anne.omile@plan-international.org
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EQUAL IN MED

FABRIC
(FORUM
POUR BÂTIR UNE
INTERCULTURELLE &

ASSOCIATION BOKRA SAWA
FRANCE

ALTERNATIF
RENCONTRE
CITOYENNE)

TUNISIAN FORUM FOR YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
(TFYE) AND ENGAGÉ·E·S ET DÉTERMINÉ·E·S

Through multiple activities focused upon cultural differences,
stereotypes, individual experiences and the collection of
multiple visual testimonies, the participants of a workshop tried
to best transcribe their feelings, experiences and exchanges
made around equality of gender. The outcome resulted in
an exhibition of 18 international photos and testimonies
(by Tunisian, Swedish, Egyptian and French youth) which
artistically present the views of the international community
on these inequalities.

FRANCE, TUNISIA
FABRIC is a project of intercultural exchange and international
solidarity led by TFYE, Engagé·e·s et Determiné·e·s, ECLOSIO
and the Carrefour Associatif marocain and specifically focuses
on the themes of privileges and social inequalities.
Website

Website

Contacts :
omeimabahri@gmail.com
dg@engage-d.org

Contacts :
catherine.sabry@gmail.com
pauline.bokrasawa@gmail.com

PROCESSMÉDITERRANÉE

SUPPORT
PROGRAMME
FOR
INTERNATIONAL
SOLIDARITY
ORGANISATIONS
WITH
AN
IMMIGRANT BACKGROUND (PRA/
OSIM)

ARCENCIEL-FRANCE AND SHANTI
FRANCE, TUNISIA
This project consists of a transnational and intercultural
cooperation action, taking place in Tunisia and France by
bringing together youth and local professional stakeholders/
actors from these two countries. These actions include youth
advisory missions to local social enterprises, and the production
of a documentary. Several actions will be implemented in
France, in the region of Lyon. The young people will organise
a series of 4 events in autumn in the Lyon metropolitan area
in order to share their action and screen their documentaries.

FORUM DES ORGANISATIONS DE SOLIDARITÉ
INTERNATIONALE ISSUES DES MIGRATIONS
(FORIM)
FRANCE AND INTERNATIONAL
The Support Programme for International Solidarity
Organisations with an Immigrant Background (PRA/OSIM) is
a national device set up for support, co-funding, capitalisation
and promotion of local development projects led by OSIMs.
The device exists since 2003.

Facebook
Instagram
Youtube
Contacts :
juliette.valle@arcenciel.org
eleonoredebonneval@gmail.com
sabine.becard@gmail.com
guillaume.morael@arcenciel.org
amin.gharbi@shanti.tn
vincent.raynaud@institutfrancais-tunisie.com

Website
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
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Contacts :
nlaurent@forim.net
bmayaux@forim.net
rchekroun@forim.net
chadia_a@hotmail.com

EL
SISTEMA
GREECE:
SOCIAL
INCLUSION THROUGH MUSIC

TAKATOAT
TAKATOAT COLLECTIVE

EL SISTEMA GREECE

JORDAN

GREECE

It is a group of young feminist activists from across Jordan who
believes in the power of feminist awareness and solidarity to
change narratives revolving around gender equality and the
empowerment of women and girls. Takatoat was founded in
response to the alarming number of horrific feminicides that
have taken place in the country and the persistent gender gaps
in legal, social, economic, cultural and political spheres.

El Sistema Greece is a community music project that since
2016 provides free music education to children and young
people in Greece.
Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Contacts :
anis@elsistema.gr
fenia@elsistema.gr

Contacts :
banan.azd@takatoat.org
aya.altaher@takatoat.org

PROJET EMBRACE

DAWRATI

EMBRACE

DAWRATI

LEBANON

LEBANON

The project is aimed at better informing the Lebanese
community on mental illnesses, at breaking the stigma and
providing support to those affected.

Dawrati is the first initiative launched in Lebanon in May 2020
to fight menstrual precariousness.

Website
Instagram

Contacts :
info@dawrati.org
linetabet@gmail.com
ranahadd@gmail.com

Website

Contacts :
lea@embracelebanon.org
mia@embracelebanon.org
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TRAINING OF DETENTION CENTRES
AND
LOCAL
AUTHORITIES
ON
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS THAT
PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF MIGRANTS
AND ASYLUM SEEKERS

MONITORING, ACCOUNTABILITY AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SDGS BY 2030
ESPACE ASSOCIATIF
MOROCCO
This project is aimed at raising awareness and influencing
decision-makers on the challenges of achieving and
implementing the Sustainable Development Goals.

AMAN ORGANIZATION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
LIBYA

Website
Facebook

This project aims to promote the culture of protecting the
rights of migrants and asylum seekers in Libya by raising
awareness among local stakeholders, migrant communities
and civil activists. The project includes various activities such
as training courses for detention centres and local authorities
in cities (Alkufra, Morzuq, Qatron, Obari) on international
conventions that project the rights of migrants and sylum
seekers. Workshops are also organised with civil activists with
the objective of improving their knowledge of relevant laws and
conventions, in order to prepare them to protect and defend
the rights of migrants and asylum seekers in their region.
Facebook
Twitter
Contacts :
lamloumtarik@gmail.com

Contact :
elhanas13@gmail.com

hkadano@gmail.com
tarik_abdalsalam@yahoo.com
mousakouri@gmail.com

IMPROVEMENT AND OPTIMISATION
OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES,
SCHOOL
REHABILITATION
AND
EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION OF YOUTH IN
DIFFICULT SITUATIONS IN THE LABOUR
MARKER

ALTERMED
INSTITUT
DE
COOPÉRATION
SOCIALE
INTERNATIONALE
(ICOSI)
ET
INSTITUT
MÉDITERRANÉEN DE FORMATION ET DE
RECHERCHE EN TRAVAIL SOCIAL (IMF)
MOROCCO, ALGERIA, TUNISIA
The objective of this project is to raise awareness among local
actors on cooperation and innovative initiatives in terms of
collective entrepreneurship in territories and to support the
setting up and development of “Collective Companies” at local
level.

ASSOCIATION AHLI
MOROCCO
This project is aimed at providing psychological and social
support to young people who have never been to school, who
have dropped out, or who live in precarious situations (on the
streets or in rescue centres) aged between 15 and 25. The
objective is also to provide an educational and professional
training programme that responds to their situation to
integrate them into the socio-economic fabric.

Website
Contacts :
hhassani@icosi.org
info@icosi.org
mu.lion@imf.asso.fr
jeljelih@yahoo.fr

Facebook
Contacts :
associationahli@gmail.com
rachidboumlalen@gmail.com
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KARAMA

SEED OF CITIZENSHIP

BATIK INTERNATIONAL
MOROCCO, ALGERIA, TUNISIA, EGYPT

GRDR MIGRATION-CITOYENNETÉ
DÉVELOPPEMENT

The project aims to reduce the violence endured on a daily
basis by women (physical, sexual, moral or even economic).
The objective is to implement an integrated prevention, care
and support system for victims.

This multi-actor CSO strengthening programme is aimed
at promoting the involvement of Mauritanian youth in their
territory and to engage in dialogue with local authorities.

MAURITANIA

Website
Facebook

Website
Contact :
flora.benchekroun@grdr.org

Contacts :
sarahigutierrez@batik-international.org
ntokinon@batik-international.org

MARIAM FOUNDATION
MARIAM FOUNDATION

THE ACTIONS
CENTER

PALESTINE

MOSSAWA CENTER

OF

THE

MOSSAWA

PALESTINE

The Mariam Foundation is the largest Palestinian foundation
that combats cancer and supports patients with this disease,
both emotionally and financially, and provides them with daily
companionship in hospitals. The Foundation has more than
1,500 members and its headquarters are in Nazareth.

The Mossawa Center, the advocacy centre for Palestinian
Arab citizens of Israel, seeks to promote the economic, social,
cultural and political rights of the Palestinian Arab minority in
Israel and the recognition of this community as an indigenous
national minority with its own national, cultural and historical
specificity.

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website

Contact :
ceo@mariamf.org

Contacts :
director@mossawa.org
mosawa@rannet.com
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YOUTH CITIZEN CLUBS IN SYRIA

ELIFE

KECH MALEK

FONDATION TUNISIE POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

SYRIA

TUNISIA

With the aim of amplifying the voices of young people and
motivating them to become more involved in public life, in
early 2018, Kesh Malek launched a programme to set up youth
groups in all community centres in Syria, called the Youth
Citizens Clubs “YCCs”.

The “ELIFE” programme intends to build 10 technological
centres devoted to Tunisian youth in the ten most marginalised
and disadvantaged hinterland regions of Tunisia (Siliana, Beja,
Le Kef, Jendouba, Kairouan, Kasserine, Sidi Bouzid, Gafsa,
Tozeur, Gabes and Medenine). The objective is to reduce
inequalities between young people, increase their employability
and improve their entrepreneurial skills.

Facebook
Contact :
i.khatib@keshmalek.org

Website
Facebook
Contact :
omar@fondation-tunisie.org

INCUBATEUR KUFANYA

LET’S BE ACTIVE

AFRICAN BUSINESS LEADERS

SOLIDARITÉ LAÏQUE

TUNISIA

TUNISIA

The Kufanya co-living space is a project whose objective
is to strengthen the socio-economic inclusion of migrant
populations in Tunisia through the establishment of an inclusive
space for intercultural encounter to promote living together,
cultural enrichment and the creation of inclusive economic
opportunities.

Since its launch in Tunisia in 2012, this project strives to reduce
inequalities in access to rights. The PCPA supports Tunisian
civil society initiatives in partnership with French stakeholders,
strengthens the capacities of Tunisian and French civil society
through a peer learning system, builds the collective capacities
of members to consult and influence public policies.

Facebook

Website
Facebook
Twitter

Contact :
nyobelipot@yahoo.fr

Contacts :
sfrawes@solidarite-laique.org
igaidi@solidarite-laique.org
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LIL SHABAB

CALL FOR PROJECTS “SUPPORTING
YOUTH
IN
THE
WESTERN
MEDITERRANEAN”

ADO+ AND SANTÉ SUD
TUNISIA

INSTITUT EUROPÉEN DE COOPÉRATION ET DE
DÉVELOPPEMENT (IECD)

This project aims to promote the socio-professional (re)
integration of young Tunisians at risk of social breakdown and/
or radicalization by strengthening their power to act, their
skills and their participation in local governance. Ado+ and its
partner Santé Sud propose to support these young people in the
development and implementation of citizen projects especially
through training workshops and by providing financial support.

MEDITERRANEAN
This call for projects provides financial support (from 10
to 15,000 euros) for projects jointly implemented by
organisations of the target society from the North and South
of the Mediterranean.

Website
Facebook
Twitter

Website
Facebook

Contacts :
mathias.castillo@santesud.org
ayadiwal@gmail.com
nguyen.pauline@santesud.org

Contact :
adelie.breil@iecd.org

LE VOLONTARIAT INTERNATIONAL
DANS L’ESPACE MÉDITERRANÉEN
FRANCE VOLONTAIRES
MEDITERRANEAN
France Volontaires allows youth to engage in international
volunteering by supporting them to develop volunteering and
solidarity projects in the Mediterranean.
Website
Facebook
Twitter
Contacts :
mrad.georges99@gmail.com
pierre.revel@france-volontaires.org
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CULTURE AND
HERITAGE

DERB CINEMA
LA GRANDE MAISON - DERB THAKAFA

RÉZODANSE
AND
VIADANSE
CHOREOGRAPHIC CENTRES

ALGERIA

MASHTAL
EGYPT

This project has the overall objective of reviving the culture of
cinema in Tlemcen and in Algeria through various programmes
and partnerships as culture suffers from the complex historical
context of the country. It is based on: the occupation of public
space and cultural places abandoned by citizens, the qualitative
and quantitative improvement of film production, especially
documentaries in Algeria, and civil involvement.

This project is aimed at raising awareness among the public,
children and adolescents, on the practice and knowledge of
dance and contributing to the emergence of an ecosystem
revolving around choreographic art, by promoting the
establishment and lasting presence of artists thanks to work
opportunities, particularly through the implementation of
artistic projects within schools, cultural and social centres,
NGOs.

Website
Facebook
Twitter

Website
Facebook

Contacts :
jaffarsaribey@gmail.com
euhidk@gmail.com

Contacts :
amr.naiem@rezodanse.com
egypte@rezodanse.com
l.ammar-arino@viadanse.com

QUS CINEMA ENVIRONMENT DAYS

MARSEILLE,

QUS BALADNA YOUTH GROUP

ANCRAGES

EGYPT

FRANCE

This project aims to convey strong messages through cinema
on environmental challenges in order to raise awareness among
young people and children on these issues and encourage them
to act.

Young people from the Fraternité de la Belle de Mai set off in
the footsteps of the colonial footprints of the city of Marseille
and the districts of the city centre, Old Port, Canebière,
Réformés, Saint Charles and Belle de Mai. The different stages
are reproduced here in the form of a participatory mapping
focused on the colonial legacy of the city of Marseille, on
which awareness was raised among young people.

Facebook
Contact :
amin_osama@yahoo.com

Website
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Contact :
direction@ancrages.org
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COLONIAL

LEGACY

FESTIVAL IN ANCIENT THEATRES
SZENIK

WORK ON MEDITERRANEAN CULINARY
HERITAGE

FRANCE

EMMANUEL PERRODIN
FRANCE

This project aims to promote Mediterranean cultural
programming and to produce performances intended to
circulate in partner festivals. This season of Mediterranean
festivals should be an opportunity to strengthen the dialogue
between the Mediterranean territories, those who animate
them and those who inhabit them.

The well-known chef in the Mediterranean ecosystem,
Emmanuel Perrodin has set up a culinary caravan project on
the side-lines of major cultural festivals in 2022 all around
the Mediterranean in order to meet Mediterranean youth to
discuss the bond that unites these different countries through
cuisine.

Website
Contact :
jj.schaettel@ozango.eu

LEILA - ARABIC LITERATURE
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

IN

MEDITERRANEA TV
CENTRE

INSTITUT
DE
RECHERCHE
ET
D’ÉTUDE
MÉDITERRANÉE MOYEN-ORIENT - IREMMO

MÉDITERRANÉEN

DE

LA

COMMUNICATION AUDIOVISUELLE (CMCA)
FRANCE

FRANCE

This is a new Mediterranean digital channel aimed at young
people (aged 15-35). It will be composed of programmes
targeted by partner televisions across the Mediterranean, but
also works produced by young creators from across the region.
The platform will edit and thematically present thousands of
documentaries and digital works chosen from the existing
television channel websites, web-TV of our media partners
and will open its screens to the audio-visual creative works of
Mediterranean youth.

If performance or visual arts have gradually found their place
on European artistic scenes, the new voices of Arabic literature
remain barely audible. The LEILA project aims to promote the
translation of Arabic literature in Europe.
Website
Contacts :
anne.millet@iremmo.org
juliette.canivet@iremmo.org

Website
Contact :
valerie.gerbault@cmca-med.org
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WORKSHOP OF THE FUTURE –
INTERNATIONAL
PLATFORM
FOR
CULTURAL MEDIATION PRACTICES

BABOUR
ONORIENT
FRANCE, MOROCCO, ALGERIA, TUNISIA

AFLAM

Babour is the first bilingual (Darija - French) journalistic and
literary journal. Four countries (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia,
France) are the heart of this journal with the aim of presenting
different and shared languages, issues, trends and movements.

FRANCE, MOROCCO, ALGERIA, ITALY, EGYPT,
PALESTINE
The objective of this is project is to support young mediation
professionals in the development of their workshops,
particularly aimed at young people, through case studies,
experimentation with tools and exchange of practices.

Website
Contacts :
hajar@onorient.com
eva@onorient.com

Website
Contact :
virginia.pisano@aflam.fr

BOOKS OF THE TWO SHORES

NATIONAL HERITAGE FOUNDATION

INSTITUT FRANÇAIS

BEIRUT HERITAGE INITIATIVE

FRANCE, MOROCCO, ALGERIA, TUNISIA

LEBANON

This project aims to support dialogue between civil societies
on the northern and southern Mediterranean shores through
cooperative actions focusing on books revolving around 3 main
fields (translation, publishing, awareness) and a cross-cutting
component dedicated to youth.

Beirut Heritage Initiative (BHI) is a civil society collective
whose mission is to preserve the urban and social fabric
through the reconstruction and conservation of the Lebanese
built heritage concentrated in the affected regions.

Website

Contacts :
info@beirutheritageinitiative.com
youmna@bagbio.com
fadlodagher@architecturedhp.com

Instagram

Contact :
geraldine.prevot@institutfrancais.com
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TRACE

PALESTINIAN HERITAGE TRAIL

SCENE : CULTURE & HERITAGE

AFRAT AND TÉTRAKTYS

LIBYA

PALESTINE

Trace is the outcome of research and documentation work on
the history of cultural spaces in Libya and how they have been
transformed during each of the political periods. In addition to
understanding the relationship between state politics, culture
and community, the project also advocates for the importance
of culture in public life and nation building by discovering local
examples and voicing grassroots opinions.

This is a long-distance hiking route project of more than 500
km that goes across Palestine from North to South... from
Jenin to Hebron via Nablus, Jerusalem, Jericho or Bethlehem.
Website
Facebook
Instagram
Contacts :
martine.chaligne@afrat.com
raphael.trouiller@tetraktys-ong.org
george@phtrail.org

Website
Facebook
Contacts :
ruth.soliman.extern@goethe.de
reemhgs@outlook.com
h.saad.ly@gmail.com

CULTURAL CAFÉ: OUR HOUSE IN THE
“DAOUAR” VILLAGE

DCX - DIGITAL CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
CARTHAGE VR

ASSOCIATION CITOYENNETÉ, DÉVELOPPEMENT,
CULTURES ET MIGRATIONS DES DEUX RIVES
(CDCMIR)

TUNISIA
This virtual reality project allows the discovery of the secrets of
the great city of Carthage in the 2nd century BC.

TUNISIA

Facebook

This project is aimed at fostering exchanges between young
people in the municipality of Daouar Hicher by creating
a common citizen and friendly space of the cultural and
community café type with a programme of cultural events
(theatre, cinema, music, graffiti and readings) and the
organisation of debates on the fight against extremism, the
environment, citizenship, health, prevention and socioeconomic integration.

Contacts :
midani@dcx.tn
maya.boureghda@dcx.studio

Website
Contacts :
tarek.b.hiba@gmail.com
seyfeddine.khaled@gmail.com
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YOUNG SPIRIT OF RENEWAL
ANKARAAKS

CO-DEVELOPING WORLD HERITAGE IN
THE MEDITERRANEAN

TURKEY

INITIATIVE COPAM
MEDITERRANEAN

AnkaraAks is a social initiative that produces projects in
the field of urban culture and architecture. New European
Bauhaus: Young Spirit of Renewal is a project in which young
people from all urban areas design the sustainable cities of the
future in the framework of the #NewEuropeanBauhaus and
#EuGreen Deal.

The CoPaM strives for the conservation, restoration and
rehabilitation of World Heritage in the Mediterranean
and is aimed at accelerating sustainable development in
Mediterranean territories.
Website

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Contacts :
zineb@copam-med.com
bouzid.sabeg@orange.fr
grine.anissa@gmail.com

Contact :
ankaraaks@gmail.com

THE BOAT PROJECT
THE BEIT PROJECT
MEDITERRANEAN
The Boat Project is a project proposing to make our common
environment, the Mediterranean, an essential element of
education for living together. At the heart of the project
there is a boat, a sailboat, with a crew on board composed of
young adults recruited from all around the Mediterranean: the
Companions of the Mediterranean. Leaving from Marseille,
the boat navigates the sea stopping in different countries,
weaving links from North to South throughout a school year.
Website
Contacts :
davidstoleru@thebeitproject.org
claudiabenitez@thebeitproject.org
marieheileman@thebeitproject.org
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EMPLOYMENT,
INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

INITIATIVE HAARETZ 21

JORDAN LABOR WATCH

HAARETZ 21

PHENIX
CENTER
FOR
INFORMATICS STUDIES

ISRAEL

AND

JORDAN

Haaretz 21 is a new Haaretz initiative aimed at amplifying the
voices and stories of Arab and Palestinian communities in
Israel. Haaretz 21 trains and publishes Arab and Palestinian
writers playing the role of a journalistic incubator.

This tool helps to examine the impact of labour violations,
decent work, sustainable development, etc. on young people.
Website
Facebook
Instagram

Website
Contacts :
noa.landau@haaretz.co.il
sheren.saab@haaretz.co.il

INDEPENDENT MEDIA
MEDITERRANEAN

ECONOMIC

Contacts :
jana@phenixcenter.net
nadeem@phenixcenter.net

IN

THE

KECHRADIO
ASSOCIATION INITIATIVES CITOYENNES

ORIENT XXI

MOROCCO

JORDANIA, EGYPT, LEBANON, TUNISIA

KechRadio is a community grassroots radio station independent
of any party or political system with humanist, anti-sexist,
non-commercial positions? It a pluralist media whose objective
is to develop and promote communication and the expression
of all the actors and inhabitants of its territory.

This project is aimed at promoting the development of
independent news websites in the Arab world. In this framework,
Orient XXI proposes to conduct joint projects focusing on
the publication of investigative articles. Residencies between
media teams will also be held in order to promote the transfer
of skills between the network members and to develop training
activities for young journalists in the countries of intervention.

Website
Facebook
Contact :
azeddine.aic@gmail.com

Website
Contact :
rebadevine@gmail.com
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INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN
MOROCCO, IN THE SOUSS MASSA AND
DRÂA TAFILALET REGIONS (DRIM)

RISE: REGIONAL INCUBATOR
SOCIAL ENTREPRENERS
PULSE – GROUPE SOS

MIGRATIONS & DÉVELOPPEMENT

SERBIA, BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA, MONTENEGRO,

MOROCCO

KOSOVO, NORTH MACEDONIA, ALBANIA

The DRIM project aims to promote sustainable development
based on the reinforcement, synergy of local actors and
enhancement of territorial resources.

The objective of this project is to support social business ideas
that will make the region a better place. RISE focuses on
cooperation, the exchange of ideas and peer learning.

Website

Website
Facebook
Instagram

Contact :
abderrazak.elhajri@migdev.org

FOR

Contacts :
adrien.delaby@groupe-sos.org
kelly.robin@groupe-sos.org

ENLIEN

REGIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE IN
FINANCIAL EDUCATION

CAISSE DES DÉPÔTS ET CONSIGNATIONS
TUNISIA

CENTRE OF ARAB WOMEN FOR TRAINING AND
RESEARCH (CAWTAR)

ENLIEN aims to promote and support entrepreneurial
initiatives that contribute to the fight against youth
unemployment and the revitalization of social and female
entrepreneurship.

MEDITERRANEAN
The Regional Centre of Excellence in Financial Education
envisions an Arab world where individuals, especially women
and youth, have the financial knowledge they require to fully
participate in economic life, build a secure future and thus
achieve well-being. In order to meet this goal, the Centre
strives to be a leading regional reference in providing solutions
related to the promotion of financial education.

Website
Facebook
Contacts :
sarfaoui@cdc.tn
chauveaua@afd.fr
ngharbi@cdc.tn
ariane.philis@expertisefrance.fr

Website
Contacts :
hedi.finance@cawtar.org
documentation@cawtar.org
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RSF IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
REPORTERS SANS FRONTIÈRE (RSF)

JOURNAL
A
YEAR
MEDITERRANEAN

MEDITERRANEAN

RÉSEAU 15-38 MÉDITERRANÉE

IN

THE

MEDITERRANEAN

RSF supports capacity building and the development of
know-how for journalists, editors and programming managers
in several media in the Mediterranean in terms of electoral
processes. RSF particularly supports local Tunisian media in
addressing socio-economic rights. The organisation is currently
implementing a project in favour of a safe working environment
for female journalists in Tunisia (raising awareness among all
stakeholders in the media sector on the urgency of adopting a
common reference framework and to reduce violence against
female journalists).

Since 2018, the journal has been developing themes related
to societal issues at the heart of Mediterranean countries
such as the environment, food, gas, different perspectives and
initiatives.
Website
Facebook
Contacts :
colinecharbonnier@gmail.com
helene@1538mediterranee.com

Website
Contacts :
apetibon@rsf.org
souhaib.khayati@gmail.com
erolonderoglu@gmail.com
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This DIRECTORY OF PROJECTS (2022 EDITION) includes the 92
projects presented in the framework of the Project Village of the Forum des
Mondes méditerranéens held on 7 and 8 February in Marseille. Available in 3
languages, it will serve as a useful database for further exchanges and networking
among project leaders present during the Forum, and more broadly.
The projects presented in this Directory are implemented in 23 Mediterranean
countries, and classified according to the 5 following themes: Environment,
biodiversity and sustainable development / Education, training and mobility / Inclusion
and solidarity / Culture and heritage / Digital innovation and entrepreneurship
This Directory is updatable and intended to be enriched with new projects,
identified and promoted within the framework of the coming editions of the
Forum des Mondes méditerranéens.
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